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PublIShER’S NOTE ON 
ThE REvISED EDITION

The first edition of  Pinkoes and Traitors contained significant errors of  fact and 
interpretation. This new and expanded edition has been extensively revised 
and corrected throughout. The publisher and author thank those who pointed 
out errors and apologise to all those personally affected by them.
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TIMElINE

Date events BBC 

1922 BBC founded as ‘British Broadcasting Company 
Ltd’;  
John Reith appointed as general manager

1927 BBC incorporated under Royal Charter, with the
motto: ‘Nation shall speak peace unto nation’

1932 ‘Empire Service’ begins, forerunner of  World 
Service

1933 Informal ‘vetting’ of  BBC staff  by Security Service 
begins

1937 First TV outside broadcast: George VI’s 
coronation 

1938 Arabic is first foreign language to be broadcast

1939 World War II begins First wartime broadcast by Winston Churchill; 
‘Empire Service’ renamed Overseas Service

1945 World War II ends  

1946 Woman’s Hour first broadcast

1954 David Attenborough first presents Zoo Quest

1956 Suez crisis Alasdair Milne produces crucial interview with 
prime minister Anthony Eden

1957 BBC Natural History Unit founded in Bristol

1958 Radiophonic Workshop founded;  
Monitor, BBC Arts programme, starts with Huw 
Wheldon as presenter and editor, launching the 
careers of  Melvyn Bragg, Humphrey Burton, 
Patrick Garland, David Jones and John Schlesinger
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x i i   ‘ P I N K O E S  A N D  T R A I T O R S ’

1960 Margaret Thatcher first 
writes to the BBC as 
backbench MP

Hugh Carleton Greene becomes director-general

1962 Cuban missile crisis Prime minister Harold Macmillan is alerted to 
Soviet climbdown by BBC Monitoring report 
while chairing War Cabinet in Admiralty House

1964 Play School is first programme broadcast on new 
BBC2 channel;
Top of  the Pops starts

1965 David Attenborough becomes controller of  BBC2;
World at One begins

1967 Paul Fox becomes controller of  BBC1;
colour television starts;  
Alasdair Milne becomes controller of  Scotland

1968 First civil rights march in 
Londonderry televised 

Huw Wheldon becomes first programme maker 
to be appointed director of  Television

1969 First British soldiers on the 
streets of  Northern Ireland

Charles Curran becomes director-general;
David Attenborough becomes director of  
Programmes;
Civilisation, by Kenneth Clark; 
Monty Python’s Flying Circus

1970 Conservatives win election Listening to the BBC World Service becomes an 
offence punishable by prison sentence in Pakistan

1971 Yesterday’s Men;
The Old Grey Whistle Test;
first ‘World Music Prom’; 
The Generation Game

1972
30 January: ‘Bloody 
Sunday’;
William Whitelaw is 
first secretary of  state for 
Northern Ireland

Largest number of  complaints received about 
violence of  coverage of  Northern Ireland, leading 
to new guidelines;
Ways of  Seeing by John Berger;
Newsround

1973 Sunningdale agreement 
proposes power-sharing for 
Northern Ireland;
commercial radio begins

Margaret Thatcher suggests Michael Swann as 
replacement for Charles Hill as chairman;
Alasdair Milne becomes director of  Programmes;
first report on women in top jobs in BBC;
That’s Life! begins long run
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T I M E l I N E   x i i i

1974 Labour win election;
responsibility for 
broadcasting moved to 
Home Office;
Roy Jenkins becomes home 
secretary;
Merlyn Rees becomes 
Northern Ireland secretary;
Protestant workers’ strike 
wrecks Sunningdale 
agreement;
Portuguese revolution

Bryan Cowgill becomes controller of  BBC1; 
Porridge; 
The Family, first fly-on-the-wall documentary

1975 Sex Discrimination Act;
Employment Protection Act

A Guardian journalist describes the ‘BBC’s god-like 
authority’ on both sides of  the Vietnam conflict; 
Alastair Hetherington (former Guardian editor) 
becomes controller of  Scotland; 
Jim’ll Fix It; 
Fawlty Towers

1976 Inflation at 26 per cent; 
IMF called in;
Harold Wilson resigns 
as prime minister, to 
be replaced by James 
Callaghan;
Merlyn Rees becomes home 
secretary;
Roy Mason becomes 
Northern Ireland secretary 

John Birt and Peter Jay publish report suggesting a 
‘bias against understanding’ in TV news reporting;
When the Boat Comes In;
Brimstone and Treacle;
Multi-Coloured Swap Shop;
I, Claudius

1977 Royal Jubilee First of  three short-term licence fee increases 
imposed;
Bill Cotton becomes controller of  BBC1;
Ian Trethowan becomes director-general;
Annan Report 

1978 ‘Winter of  discontent’;
The Times ceases 
publication for a year

Second of  three short-term licence fee increases 
imposed;
Georgi Markov of  the Bulgarian Service dies after 
poison attack on Waterloo Bridge;
Young Musician of  the Year first broadcast; 
Hitchhiker’s Gude to the Galaxy (radio; TV followed 
in 1981)
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x i v   ‘ P I N K O E S  A N D  T R A I T O R S ’

1979 Scottish devolution 
referendum fails; 
Conservatives win election 
after Labour lose no-
confidence motion forced by 
Scottish nationalists;
Margaret Thatcher becomes 
prime minister;
William Whitelaw becomes 
home secretary;
revolution in Iran;
Soviet invasion of  
Afghanistan;
most strike days since 
General Strike of  1926

Third short-term licence fee increase imposed, 
lasts two years;
Wesley Kerr is first black general trainee to be 
appointed;
last edition of  Tonight carries interview with INLA 
member who claims responsibility for murdering 
Airey Neave;
Life on Earth;
Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy;
Question Time begins;
Not the Nine O’Clock News;
Testament of  Youth;
Antiques Roadshow begins;
Churchill and the Generals

1980 Lord Howard becomes chairman;
Newsnight begins;
first Children in Need telethon;
The Shock of  the New, by Robert Hughes;
Ireland, a Television History

1981 Riots in Brixton and 
Toxteth;
wedding of  Charles and 
Diana;
Rupert Murdoch buys The 
Times;
ITV broadcasts Brideshead 
Revisited;
SDP founded by the ‘gang 
of  four’

Alan Hart becomes controller of  BBC1;
The Borgias;
Bergerac;
The Lord of  the Rings; 
Only Fools and Horses

1982 Falklands War;
Channel 4 and S4C begin 
broadcasting

Alasdair Milne becomes director-general;
Boys from the Blackstuff;
The Young Ones;
Rough Justice

1983 Unemployment reaches 
3,224,715;
Conservative re-election 
with increased majority;
Labour’s election manifesto 
described as the ‘longest 
suicide note in history’ 
(Gerald Kaufman);
Leon Brittan becomes home 
secretary 

Stuart Young becomes chairman;
Brian Wenham becomes director of  Programmes;
SDP founders Roy Jenkins, David Owen, Bill 
Rodgers and Shirley Williams defend BBC in 
Parliament against Conservative accusations of  
treachery;
Blackadder;
Breakfast Time begins;
An Englishman Abroad
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T I M E l I N E   x v

1984 Miners’ strike;
IRA bomb Grand Hotel in 
Brighton

Michael Grade becomes controller of  BBC1;
all of  Shakespeare’s plays commissioned;
Michael Buerk’s report on Six O’Clock News on 
famine in Ethiopia watched by Bob Geldof;
The Living Planet;
Maggie’s Militant Tendency;
The Thorn Birds;
Lenny Henry Show

1985 Douglas Hurd becomes 
home secretary 

First televising of  the whole of  Last Night of  the 
Proms – second half  becomes an international hit;
Live Aid;
Real Lives on Northern Ireland;
Edge of  Darkness; 
report on women in the BBC by Monica Sims;
Security Service vetting of  BBC staff  revealed in 
Observer story; 
EastEnders launches

1986 US bomb Libya; Norman 
Tebbit complains to BBC 
about Kate Adie’s reports 

Marmaduke Hussey becomes chairman;
Peacock Report;
John Tusa becomes director of  World Service;
Casualty;
The Monocled Mutineer;
The Singing Detective;
Childwatch

1987 Ronald Reagan abolishes 
the ‘Fairness Doctrine’ 
which had obliged US 
broadcasters to provide 
‘honest, equitable and 
balanced news’

Michael Checkland becomes director-general after 
Alasdair Milne forced to resign;
Jonathan Powell becomes controller of  BBC1

1988 ‘Broadcasting ban’ imposed 
on reporting in Northern 
Ireland

Alan Yentob becomes controller of  BBC2

1989 Berlin Wall comes down; 
end of  Cold War
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INTRODuCTION

WhEN IT gOT IT RIghT,  the BBC metabolised Britain by airing the nation’s 
virtues and gnawing away at what it had botched. It hunted out the voices of  
the less powerful and alternatives to fashionable arguments and steered them 
alongside those of  the established and influential. It bestowed recognition on 
people and problems that might otherwise be ignored – including the mad 
aunts and errant teenagers in the national family group. But that was not all; 
while all views had to be treated courteously, the BBC, as a public service, had 
also to test the evidence that supported them. Impartiality was not passive 
between truth and falsehood.

The BBC had to attend to the nation as it got up and as it went to bed, 
when it celebrated Christmas and on an ordinary weekday evening. It needed 
to be sensitive to the public when it was worried, but supply life-enhancing 
silliness in the right place. The Corporation also needed to fathom the deeper 
temper of  the times. If  the BBC had a duty to showcase and polish up the 
crown jewels of  British culture, it had an equal obligation to wash as much of  
the nation’s dirty linen as it could find, out there on the street. Finally, it had to 
find a way of  taking the mickey out of  the whole damned lot.

This book starts in 1974, where Lord Briggs’s last great volume of  the 
BBC history ended. It ends in 1987 with a convulsive moment: the resigna-
tion of  Alasdair Milne, the director-general, just before the fall of  the Berlin 
Wall. It was a tumultuous time of  uncomfortable, relentless overturning of  
expectations and ways of  life, which tested the BBC severely. The seventies 
were characterised first by a melancholy apprehension of  national decline and 
frozen inertia, and then a panicked disorder. Inflation spiralled out of  control, 
wreaking havoc on the nation and institutions such as the BBC, and defying the 
Labour government’s battle to control it. Yet by the eighties Britain was being 
remade at a furious pace on a triumphant new model, as an ebullient, get-
rich-quick, something-for-nothing culture emerged. The iconoclastic Conser-
vative government attacked, and yet in the very last instance also protected, 
the Corporation.

At its best, the BBC followed John Stuart Mill in believing that however 
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self-evidently true an argument seemed, ‘if  it is not fully, frequently, and fear-
lessly discussed, it will be held as a dead dogma, not a living truth’.1 Rather 
than allowing the strongest opinion to triumph, it saw views as affecting 
each other, listening and reacting, undogmatically and cheerfully. Endowing 
important things with vivid life was the BBC’s central task. The probing 
interview, conducted by Robin Day, William Hardcastle, Brian Redhead, Joan 
Bakewell, John Humphrys or Ludovic Kennedy, was an interrogation of  power 
in direct descent from enlightenment scepticism. The freedom of  expression it 
embodied was a profoundly British construction – one which aspired to widen 
the national conversation.

Indeed, by the 1970s the BBC had helped to define Britain. Yet ‘Britishness’ 
had to be a co-production bubbling up from the life people lived, not imposed. 
The BBC’s attention to the audience’s pleasures gave it access to an unrivalled 
range of  British life, through Gardeners’ World, Question Time and Play School, 
Woman’s Hour and Michael Parkinson’s chat shows, as well as Dad’s Army, 
Radio 1, The Good Life, Just a Minute and the Proms. In representing the nation, 
these programmes were pillars of  the BBC’s part in the unwritten constitution, 
holding things to account and describing decencies.

Although more directors-general have come to bloody ends than is 
generally recognised – leading the BBC is an intensely political and exposed 
task – Alasdair Milne’s dispatch was traumatic, and connected to the tornado 
of  national re-engineering going on around it. By the late eighties the BBC 
was all too often the story, vulnerable to new commercial and political models, 
its capacity to exercise political balance tested by three great Conservative 
election victories, an unelectable opposition, and the emergence of  a new third 
party. Old sentimental certainties fell. Traditional restraints on the power of  
the government no longer worked. An independent civil service, the trade 
unions, even the media, wrote Ben Pimlott, had been reduced by the late 
eighties to ‘a state of  quivering sycophancy’.

The period 1974 to 1987 has a coherence, however, ending at a time of  intense 
agitation within the BBC and a fraught relationship to a sharp, frequently 
hostile, yet reinvigorating political climate. Partly because previously closed 
state papers have become available, this book also reinterprets BBC history 
over a longer period. But the book is not a comprehensive history. Rather, it 
chooses emblematic themes and episodes to illuminate the threats the Corpo-
ration faced and how it made creative choices. Every chapter weaves a wide 
variety of  BBC issues around each episode. It ranges over longer timespans 
because some of  the issues that jostle urgently forward in this period have not 
been investigated.

The Corporation inevitably got things wrong in the seventies and eighties, 
left things undone, and the fulcrum of  balance shifted. It did not always 
question its own ideas, or the conventions of  the moment, enough. It became 
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I N T R O D u C T I O N   3

defensive and arrogant. It was late to the new ‘dry’ economics that were to 
reshape the world (except in the brilliant The Money Programme on BBC2 and 
in Analysis on Radio 4). But when it blundered, people could demand that it 
try harder, which was part of  its glory, as it was ‘ours’. It was not easy getting 
the right balance. Bitter battles raged in BBC Scotland during a period of  devo-
lutionary passion. England had voted in a Conservative government in 1979, 
but Scottish voters had not. Which version of  the nation did the Corporation 
represent to whom, when a BBC principle was that it should tell the same 
story at home and abroad? Sometimes telling the truth offended people and 
unleashed attacks on the Corporation, sometimes the BBC temporised, which 
was also damaging. The BBC needed to be managed from the ‘top’, creatively 
independent at the ‘bottom’, but remain an ensemble. In a contentious period, 
when the pressure of  divisive events bore down on it, many throughout the 
Corporation believed passionately in its values, but disagreed about who had 
the right within the BBC to define them. Nevertheless, this clash produced 
some fearless programmes full of  the energy of  inquiry. As decent political 
systems were distinguished from malign ones by the frankness of  the discus-
sion they conducted with themselves, however demanding, the BBC had to be 
an engine of  level-headed realism, as well as a box of  delights.

Crises, arguments, disagreements, gloom and doom are prominent 
features in the world of  archives and memories; the BBC in any case thinks 
through the way forward by poring over the débris of  past car crashes. Like 
generals fighting the last battle, it sometimes gets it wrong or, even worse, 
it can sometimes forget itself. The seventies and eighties were terrible and 
exciting for the nation as well. In this book I try to examine, too, the care-
fulness that was needed to make great programmes. Because, alongside the 
Sturm und Drang, the BBC went on day in and day out, attending to the life of  
its audience.

In what were then known as the External Services (but which since 1982 
have been known as the World Service, which is what they will be called for 
convenience in this book), the BBC was also outward-facing – one of  the 
world’s great objectivity traders. It was a precious gift to international intel-
ligence, avidly followed by people hungry for truth but trapped in oppres-
sive states, in a period when the Cold War was still alarmingly hot. After the 
fall of  communism (shortly after the end of  this book), it was greeted all 
over the former Eastern Bloc with the same moving gratitude that had met 
it across occupied Europe at the end of  World War II. The World Service 
served British self-interest, not by crassly echoing the work of  government in 
expressing British policy, but by putting into practice hard evidence of  British 
values in action. Government cuts had to be managed, and an absurd Labour 
plan (from young female Turks at the centre of  government) to reduce the 
World Service to an anti-communist propaganda rump had to be fought off. 
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4   ‘ P I N K O E S  A N D  T R A I T O R S ’

Yet the World Service and Monitoring (the nation’s ears to the world, tracking 
media reporting everywhere) were equally important for the knowledge they 
transferred back into Britain, by sensitising the entire insular political system to 
the nuances of  how the world beyond was behaving and thinking. The World 
Service helped us see our place in the world better.

AuDIENCES

Broadcasting was then a mighty behemoth, forging powerful collective expe-
riences, the common coin of  everyday life. Everyone watched or listened to 
the same programmes at the same times in the same places. Vast audiences 
gathered together routinely every evening to watch the news. Before 
audiences became fragmented, over 20 million watched the more nail-biting 
episodes of  EastEnders. This capacity to mobilise attention, allied with the 
BBC’s values of  independence, impartiality and quality, adding an authority 
to the experience, was eyed warily yet avidly by politicians and commercial 
rivals. BBC accountability was measured in audience pleasure and attention, 
within which education and information were embodied. It treated children 
as citizens in waiting. It is no wonder that objectivity and impartiality were 
bitterly disputed. In command of  such great unifying force fields of  public 
attention, the BBC had to be responsible, and win the battle about being seen 
to be responsible.

Nevertheless, audiences had to choose to spend their time with the BBC. 
They could always switch off, switch over or kick a football in the park instead. 
So the Corporation had to win and woo. Sometimes different parts of  the BBC 
were reacting differently to the same impetus. In the febrile eighties, when it 
was sometimes out of  step with the national mood, other parts of  the BBC 
were able to express that mood in surprising ways. In 1979, a nation apparently 
in headlong economic decline watched David Attenborough’s Life on Earth, 
gripped by a story of  the ruthless evolutionary extinction of  redundant species 
(or the adaptive capacities of  small entities with long histories). In 1985, Live 
Aid released the immense energy of  popular culture for charity. It was a BBC 
news story about Ethiopia which galvanised Bob Geldof  into action. Then the 
BBC provided, almost miraculously in such a short period, the organisational 
agility to translate Geldof ’s evangelical mission into a global concert that was 
a kind of  activism, releasing the power of  young people all over the world who 
wanted to give to others. It had an impact at the heart of  government, caused 
charities to mutate from small- into large-scale enterprises, changed lives in 
Ethiopia, and started a long and still unresolved debate about the relationship 
between politics and need.
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DOWN WITh ThE bEEb

The BBC had to review continually the borders of  political power. The lines 
drawn in the sand that protected its editorial independence were always 
having to be remade, by choices made at all levels of  the Corporation, but 
also by governments. The habits and principles that mattered were reiterated 
in documents, but more importantly they were given life in programmes. 
This book is concerned with how, in practice, an independent institution 
was preserved. It was a matter of  enduring structures, principles, everyday 
decisions, but even more than in the civil service, for example, it was also a 
matter of  characters, taste, aesthetics, hunch and insight.

Politicians often pressured the Corporation. It was a quite proper part of  
democratic negotiation in a representative democracy, however much it rattled 
the BBC at times. What mattered was how the BBC assessed each case and 
dealt with the pressure. Sometimes it had been a very grown-up conversation. 
Occasionally there had been fair, but at other times improper, political attacks 
on the Corporation. Then, as always, the press had rampaged, audiences had 
complained, groups had agitated. Sometimes prime ministers had been out of  
order: after the Suez crisis in 1956, there were threats to cut the licence fee in 
revenge for perceived BBC failures.

In the seventies and eighties, however, for the first time since the BBC was 
founded, the very existence of  the Corporation was in question. Confronta-
tion steadily escalated. Behind the backs of  the British public, both Labour 
and Conservative governments considered a radical move. Labour planned to 
abolish the licence fee by bringing the Corporation within general government 
expenditure. It was so controversial that relevant papers were marked ‘Secret’ 
and their circulation restricted. The plans were backed by a coalition within 
cabinet of  the Labour left, from Tony Benn, who thought the BBC governors 
‘undemocratic’ and the licence fee an unfair poll tax on the poor, to the prime 
minister James Callaghan on the right. (They agreed on little else except that 
they should ‘do’ something about the BBC.) This would have made the BBC a 
‘state’ broadcaster, competing head-on with health, education and defence for 
funds. Indeed, Labour came in practice, if  not in name, very close to doing this 
when it gave the BBC three inadequate licence fee settlements, eked out year by 
painful year. ‘Tethering’ the BBC to the government by annual and inadequate 
licence-fee settlements was driven by a desperate, ultimately successful attempt 
to grapple with inflation, but there was a strand of  political exasperation with 
the BBC as well. And while Labour ministers may have been morosely convinced 
that the BBC was biased against them, they saw that as a failure in delivering 
values they agreed with – not as an indication that the values were wrong.

The challenge from the new Conservative administration, elected margin-
ally in 1979 and triumphantly in 1983, was more fundamental. For the first time, 
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6   ‘ P I N K O E S  A N D  T R A I T O R S ’

the legitimacy of  BBC values as well as their practice was directly contested. 
The government in the short term calmed licence-fee negotiations by taking 
the ‘permanent revolution’ out of  them. But the arguments that the licence fee 
was a state handout inimical to free expression, that funding by advertising and 
greater ‘choice’ between channels would be more democratic, that impartial 
news values were a deception and ‘responsible national interest’ a better value, 
that to articulate opposing views was biased and sometimes treacherous, that 
the BBC was part of  an establishment that needed to be re-engineered for 
the sake of  the nation – all these arguments were combined with continual 
agitation about the Corporation. In addition, the BBC was expected to restrict 
its output to more elevated subjects, because entertainment was intrinsically 
commercial. Its spending was seen as profligate, its plays political, its standards 
of  taste and decency out of  touch with the public, or coarsening to public 
taste. This was a strongly held, coherent attack on the Corporation’s founding 
principles. The BBC had imposed on it governors who were actively hostile, 
not merely properly critical. Some Conservative ministers regarded the threat 
with disquiet. The Corporation seemed helpless in the face of  this onslaught. 
Milne understood the political threat, but the great programme maker failed 
to understand the more fundamental challenge.

There are more uncomfortable aspects of  the BBC which hardly appeared 
on the charge sheet drawn up by politicians at the time. Its relationship to 
security, which was complicated and largely defensible, was one; how women 
fared within the BBC another. By the seventies a new generation of  women 
was thundering through the BBC, but encountering a world that seems quite 
alien now. They had tremendous working lives. Their story is exemplary of  
how disadvantaged voices have to struggle and how institutions have to be 
reinvented. The BBC had been a progressive employer and always knew its 
female audiences mattered. But the story of  women at the top of  the BBC 
is more complicated than a happy story of  progress. These energetic young 
women helped bring the contemporary world into being. More perturbing 
was the sexual exploitation of  other, younger, less middle-class, less articulate 
women (who belonged to the audience) by BBC and other media ‘celebrities’, 
above all Jimmy Savile. But all of  these unsettling realities need to be under-
stood within the context of  the times: mores were different. Other institutions, 
too, failed to identify what was happening within them.

However, throughout the period the BBC also created wonderful 
programmes, made hard decisions, and above all explained a complicated 
world to the British public. Many of  the wilder complaints against it now seem 
misjudged. On occasions they were driven by commercial and political animus 
that needed to be resisted. What is striking is that many of  the programmes 
that caused the most controversy, from Dennis Potter’s plays to Real Lives and 
Tumbledown (a play about the Falklands), have become iconic.
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WARS

Conflicts in Northern Ireland and the Falklands War were the backdrop to the 
seventies and eighties. Unlike the remote wars of  choice of  the nineties and 
after, these conflicts were deeply felt, consequential and alarmingly unpredict-
able. In different ways they remade the nation. Faced by deep divisions in the 
public, the BBC, with its accumulated authority, and governments struggled 
separately to define the national interest and shape perceptions. The BBC 
brought another dimension to public understanding of  the events that would 
reshape the United Kingdom – in the public interest, but at the same time chal-
lenging to government. Throughout this period, the BBC was also in the front 
line of  the Cold War, which produced its own abrasive disagreements. Yet both 
government and the BBC did their best in desperate times.

The grinding and seemingly unfathomable urban and domestic confla-
gration in Northern Ireland produced a new kind of  violence, threatening 
ordinary people and prime ministers in unprecedented ways. The possibility 
of  a more profound fracture of  civilisation was so imminent at times that the 
word ‘war’ itself  was too dangerous to be used in public. Yet something close 
to a civil war raged throughout the period of  this book.

As ministers flailed about, attempting to impose order amidst escalating 
intercommunity violence, catastrophic mistakes were made. The BBC, the 
messenger carrying unpalatable stories, was often blamed. Much that it did 
– exposing abuses, learning to find audiences across a fractured community, 
representing real power on the ground, anchored to the primacy of  accurate 
news – brought it into headlong confrontation with the British government. 
The evidence reveals that Labour considered an extraordinary intervention 
in the ownership of  commercial TV to make it more compliant. And Labour 
formed a nearly lethal informal coalition with the Conservatives against the 
BBC. Explosive rows about programmes blew up from nowhere – not least 
because experience in Northern Ireland was becoming so removed from that 
at the metropolitan centre. But the evidence also shows that civil servants 
mostly fought the imposition of  a broadcasting ban for over a decade, and 
William Whitelaw was talking to the IRA earlier than was previously known.

Did the BBC get the conflict wrong in part? Yes, as did the military, the 
police, local and national politicians, civil servants, paramilitaries and the 
security services. The toxic impact of  the continual threat of  violence was 
hard for a democracy to manage. The BBC paid a high price for arriving at a 
proper policy of  creating a mature, informed debate in the end. It drew lines 
around accuracy that helped create a shared public space.

If  Northern Ireland ground on painfully slowly, a constant threatening 
drumbeat, the Falklands War was fast, furious and risky in a different way. 
Mrs Thatcher’s political future depended on it and something sulphurous in 
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the relationship between the Corporation and the government was set off  by 
it. When it started, the nation was divided; when it ended in victory, there was 
a shift in national temperature. For men like Milne, it was perhaps an incom-
prehensible imperial hangover. But although it had been blundered into, the 
principle of  self-determination was contemporary. The military margins were 
excruciatingly tight, and this led to censorship, when the BBC could instead 
have been a trustworthy confidant.

The BBC won the reporting war on the front line with exemplary 
journalism. The world went on listening to the World Service – because it 
remained the best, most accurate source of  information. The Corporation 
lost the home front over the transformation of  political fortunes: it realised 
too late the change in national mood. As the new director-general, Milne 
was horribly damaged by a confrontation with braying MPs. But government 
papers show that the incomparable Sir Frank Cooper, permanent secretary in 
the Ministry of  Defence, was battling No. 10 as much as he was the BBC. Peter 
Snow was accused of  treachery for calling the troops ‘the British’ on a brilliant 
new programme called Newsnight, leading to unprecedented attacks from a 
triumphalist nationalist popular press, but it turns out that he was following 
established government policy in doing so. The press continued the attack, 
accusing the BBC of  reporting information that led to the death of  a heroic 
soldier; but the briefing came from a government minister.

The answer to the problems raised by the Falklands was that the BBC 
needed more secure management at the top, and had that been in place, the 
government ought to have told the Corporation more. The prime minister, 
Margaret Thatcher, emerged remade, as did the nation, but accused the BBC, 
which had a duty to reflect dissent, of  putting impartiality before patriotism. 
The BBC believed impartiality served the nation, and the World Service served 
the national interest by telling the truth.

While the BBC and the government slugged it out in public, they also coop-
erated in private and in the public interest over bigger issues – planning for the 
threat of  Armageddon after a nuclear attack or the collapse of  order. Because 
of  this, BBC staff  were vetted. When this story first emerged in 1985, even the 
Corporation was unable to understand its own history. Now, recently declassi-
fied papers overturn the account known then. The decision by the BBC, until 
Milne became director-general, not merely to accept but to argue for greater 
vetting of  its staff  was partly protective: when the Corporation was being 
routinely accused of  infiltration by opponents of  the state, official clearance 
proved it was not. The Corporation was also the communicating part of  the 
security state. BBC engineers were in the front line of  the Cold War battle 
for hearts and minds in eastern Europe – a conflict the BBC helped decisively 
to win. Yet the offices of  the DG and the chairman were regularly swept for 
bugs throughout this period, revealing a dark anxiety about surveillance and 
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mutual suspicion between the BBC and the government. Nevertheless, even 
as it rowed with it, the government was also in tune with the Corporation.

MONEy, MONEy, MONEy

Did the BBC waste money? Mrs Thatcher thought that as a flabby public 
service it must do. John Birt, later director-general, had a clear analysis of  its 
inefficiency and reorganised and reinvested money in news and production. 
He remade the Corporation and helped in a challenging way to save it. But the 
evidence is more complicated. Birt’s reforms after 1992 would not have been 
possible without the foundations laid by Michael Checkland, one of  the quiet 
heroes of  this book, who replaced Milne as director-general in 1987. He was 
dismissed as a ‘grey’ accountant, but rarely by those who worked with him. 
He was clever, decent, unassuming, strategic, always completely in charge of  
his domain, and had BBC values in every bone. His steady rise through the 
BBC mirrored the importance of  managing money as the economy buckled 
under inflation. Checkland helped the BBC beat over-mighty unions with 
an audacious plan, before Conservative legislation made such approaches 
easier. He plotted to make money and spend it better. In the Acorn computer 
(the ‘BBC Micro’), for example, the BBC combined technical expertise with 
public outreach. The idea came from the bottom of  the BBC – the parts of  
engineering and programme-making that related to the public – backed by 
Checkland at the top. It combined a cheap and easy-to-use computer with 
brilliant programmes that helped people use and understand it, and it went 
around the world. It made money for the Corporation and produced a genera-
tion of  computer scientists.

The licence fee was the cornerstone of  BBC independence, enabling it to 
spend money creatively and not to government diktat. The BBC sometimes 
made flops, but even the failures were a proper part of  the creative process: 
Fawlty Towers failed to find an audience on its first showing. Defending the 
licence fee depended on spending public money well, which Checkland began 
to sort out, as well as explaining its legitimacy. In the end it was the Peacock 
Report, set up by the Conservative government apparently to demolish the 
licence fee, which saved it, and furthermore articulated a new justification for 
the BBC.

MARgARET ThATChER

Inexorably at the centre of  what became a broader mood of  confrontation with 
the BBC was the formidable Mrs Thatcher. Papers in the BBC archives, going 
back many years before she became prime minister, and never examined before, 
show her bouncing on to the BBC stage as a new MP brimming over with 
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her splendidly particular self. As Bernard Ingham, her devoted press secretary, 
said, in a myth-making but accurate perception, she needed ‘lead weights not 
rocket boosters’. The Corporation never managed to steer itself  into a more 
comfortable relationship with her; maladroitly, it fell into the trap of  being 
defined as an ‘enemy’. At numerous levels within the BBC they discussed what 
to do for her, with her, how to ration her appearances on Jimmy Savile’s shows 
(Savile was then at the height of  his popularity), how to check her capacity to 
wipe the floor with interrogators. Armed with Finchley, her constituency, she 
bombarded the Corporation with articulate complaint, leaving it floundering. 
Yet her attitude towards it was contradictory. She was observant of  proprieties 
and devoted to public service broadcasting, but she did not hesitate to seek 
approval from Rupert Murdoch for her suggestion for a new BBC chairman. 
Everyone agreed about it. No one, then, apparently found it odd.

Another, perhaps related, factor was a sharp change in the climate of  press 
opinion. It was partly that the reinvented popular press was on the whole in 
favour of  Mrs Thatcher (and so also defined the BBC as an enemy), but also 
that the Corporation was in a larger way seen as a commercial competitor. 
‘Had Northcliffe and Beaverbrook [the mid-twentieth-century press barons] 
seen the BBC as a rival in the same way,’ said the BBC’s historian Asa Briggs of  
the foundation of  the BBC, ‘then the Corporation would have been strangled 
at birth.’2 Meanwhile, many others who were hostile to the BBC attacked 
its practice and constitution as a more acceptable substitute for attacking its 
existence.

WORRy

The Corporation was characterised by anxiety. It did nothing casually. The 
worry that made great programmes and reinterpreted the careful principles 
that kept the BBC honest had to go from the top (if  it was working right) to 
the bottom. The structures and bureaucrats that shaped the BBC in a larger 
way were there to make the everyday problems of  who should speak and how 
things should be done what mattered, clearly based on shared BBC values. The 
creative processes and delicate wooing that led to Alec Guinness’s great perfor-
mance as George Smiley in Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy are displayed in a riveting 
set of  BBC papers, including a subtle and brilliant correspondence; they were 
the product of  the attentive intelligence of  BBC managers working in enabling 
structures and with values that had evolved through time. Another version of  
the same values could also play out in rapid decisions in the middle of  terrible 
news dilemmas: decisions to broadcast an interview with a Provisional IRA 
spokesman at a raw moment, choices about pictures, decisions about what 
to broadcast into Iran as a revolution began. Of  course, News and Current 
Affairs, being transformed by technology in this period, were driven by one 
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dynamic – get the story out. They could be devious. But the capacity to protect 
the freedom of  speech that was the purpose of  the Corporation became too 
easily muddled when the BBC was under attack.

Yet, at the same time, other ‘deep structures’ of  BBC intelligence were 
functioning exceptionally well. In this book, for the first time, the creative 
ori ginality of  Attenborough’s transformative series Life on Earth is dissected 
forensically. The extent of  its revolutionary ambition and the processes 
behind its production are explored. Attenborough exemplified public-service 
BBC, running great swathes of  television in a distinguished career. In turn, 
the BBC made possible the Attenborough that the public trusted devotedly. 
Life on Earth was determined by Attenborough, yet could not have happened 
without decades of  highly professional dedication to considering nature in 
the BBC’s western region in Bristol, investment in science at the very heart of  
BBC programme-making, and the assembling of  a team of  passionate experts. 
The series emerged triumphantly out of  rows and clashing principles, tactfully 
bound together by Attenborough as leader. 

Meanwhile a programme like Grange Hill (1978–2008) caused a riot of  
public and official complaint. It dealt with gritty life in an urban comprehensive 
school and had been deeply researched. It tackled uncomfortable issues like 
teenage sex, drugs, rock ’n’ roll, racism and bullying. The ‘taste and decency’ 
fundamentalists (who were going to cause the BBC political grief  later in the 
decade) immediately attacked it and it was demonised in the popular press for 
leading the nation’s youth astray. But ‘as the press launched into us and No. 10 
was complaining loudly to the DG,’ said Anna Home, the director of  children’s 
TV programming, ‘the Department of  Health became very interested – after 
all we were tackling just the issues they were concerned with, but better than 
they could.’3 And Grange Hill was popular. The BBC did not do government 
campaigns. It did not accept direction about what issues it should take up or 
how to tackle them. It brought separate, careful intelligence to the reality of  
the nation’s condition.

In difficult times, the BBC needed to provide everyday fun, such as the 
extravaganzas of  delight embodied in a Morecambe & Wise show. Being popular 
was fundamental to the BBC – as it had to serve everyone. Light Entertain-
ment and Comedy nurtured programmes such as Only Fools and Horses, The 
Liver Birds, Blackadder and The Young Ones; it found writers such as John Sullivan 
and Eddie Braben, and producers such as Michael Hurll; it framed talent such 
as Victoria Wood, French and Saunders, Dave Allen, Mike Yarwood and Ben 
Elton; and it generally cleaned up on international awards and public apprecia-
tion. In addition, it invented a triumphantly successful soap, EastEnders, full of  
melodrama and matters of  real public interest. Nurturing entertainment was 
tough and holding the line over taste demanding in a period when mores were 
altering (as they do continually). The nation lapped up stories. The BBC put 
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great and trivial, comforting and challenging narratives into people’s homes 
like a Homeric bard. In doing so, it involved its audiences in reflecting on their 
own situation and in understanding the different lives of  others. At the same 
time, the BBC made programmes – Panorama, 24 Hours, Newsnight – that rein-
vented the news in ways that put the beleaguered British public in charge of  
their own story. Through all of  these, and making children’s programmes and 
pop music shows, the issues of  balance, fairness and serving the public were 
encountered and assessed. BBC mandarins and the shock troops of  producers 
and programme makers tried (and sometimes failed) to find the lines that 
distinguished what the BBC as a public service broadcaster ought to do from 
the things it ought not to do. The BBC had principles. Did it apply them, did 
it betray them? The BBC survived, and some of  its saviours were surprising.

The story of  survival emerges from the electrifying process of  matching 
the BBC’s point of  view with that of  others, especially politicians and civil 
servants, seen from state papers, memoirs and interviews. The problems that 
beset the BBC and the nation, whether small or chronic, are recorded in BBC 
papers that are witty, literate and, in pre-FOI (freedom of  information) days, 
frank. State papers are equally honest and reveal the camaraderie of  govern-
ment. Watching both sides plot and plan is riveting and at times surprising. The 
security services wanted fewer BBC staff  vetted, the BBC wanted more; the 
civil service fought the imposition of  the broadcasting ban for nearly twelve 
years before it was finally imposed in 1988 – with hugely damaging impact. 
Ministers in Northern Ireland were derailed by BBC stories, and they did discuss 
how to influence individual journalists. The political classes can often be seen 
struggling with intractable problems against an obdurate Corporation. Quite 
frequently they are both right – but partial.

Another revelation is the view of  the Home Office, then the ministry 
responsible for the BBC, with its powerful ministers and experienced, able civil 
servants. When Mrs Thatcher intervened in the constitutional conventions 
that had guarded the Corporation’s independence from government, William 
Whitelaw cashed in his loyalty to the prime minister to protect the BBC. The 
Home Office (amid gnashing teeth, real rows, occasional fury and plots) often 
came to the BBC’s aid like a knight in shining armour. Home secretaries could 
be infuriated by the Corporation, but were often vigilant within government 
in protecting sacred BBC territory. They were holding lines drawn in the sand 
of  public life that gave the BBC its unique independence, because such demar-
cations seemed vital to British integrity.

MONARChy

The BBC stoked and reflected attitudes towards another institution that 
marked British exceptionalism: the monarchy. Both the BBC and the monarchy 
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combined a commonly misunderstood constitutional role, an obligation to the 
entire nation and public spectacle. The BBC had helped form the contem-
porary vision of  the monarch: a shifting contract with the public based on 
charity and image rather than power. The Corporation’s royal files and inter-
views in the Palace, compared with BBC accounts, offer a snapshot of  a rela-
tionship that was vital but tested during the eighties.

BBC outside broadcasters, equipped with ethical values and a capacity 
to compose emotions from the raw material of  events, understood how to 
put together a satisfying royal show. They depended on a delicate collabora-
tion with the Palace. BBC papers show the monarchy, especially Prince Philip, 
sculpting the construction of  the broadcast royal image. At the heart of  the 
story is the glittering royal frenzy that was the marriage of  Prince Charles and 
‘Lady Di’. The Corporation’s planning of  an emotional feast for the public 
was one of  the trapdoors that slammed down on the couple at its centre. 
Brian Hanrahan managed (as wily journalists do) to get a scoop about the 
royal bride, and later there was mayhem at the fireworks before the wedding 
(which went unreported at the time). BBC Outside Broadcasts delivered, in 
collaboration with the Palace, a wonderful account of  the wedding itself  that 
the nation revelled in. Yet later, as the royal marriage tragically collapsed and 
royal fortunes wavered, the BBC often failed to apply all of  its institutional 
intelligence to the gathering crisis.

By 1987, faced by a racing, apparently uncontrollable set of  crises, every-
thing the BBC did came under political attack. Great plays caused rows, not 
such good plays caused rows, the non-broadcasting of  plays whose quality 
was disputed caused rows. There was a bleak atmosphere of  panic and crisis, 
fantasies of  plots and real plots. The director-general, Alasdair Milne, was 
forced to resign. Yet despite all the threats the Corporation survived. It did so 
because it largely told audiences things they recognised to be true. It brought 
them programmes they loved and showed them an image of  their lives that 
made them thoughtful, but also cheered them up. It respected and listened to 
them, and even in hard economic and political times made them feel proud of  
their realism. It explained the world and in making it comprehensible made it 
less alarming, and it offered them incomparable reporting. Although ‘saving’ 
the BBC would take time, the Corporation survived the onslaught because it 
mattered, made a difference and was defensible.

George Orwell wrote, ‘If  liberty means anything at all, it means the right 
to tell people what they do not want to hear.’4 The BBC paid a high price for 
trying to put this demanding standard into practice. Yet it survived because 
informing, educating and entertaining the public meant that it was held dear 
– perhaps because the only institutions that people really love are those that 
touch the imagination.
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